Literacy, Drama and RWI:
This term our literacy lessons will be based on:
Using adjectives to describe Captain Beastlie
and the story setting.
Using instructions to create a healthy pirate
party food.

Science:
Our science topic this term will be exploring healthy eating , as
well as investigating solids and liquids.
In our lessons we will be:
Designing and making a healthy recipe.

Recognising the place value of each digit in a two
digit number (tens and ones).

Exploring solids and liquids.

Finding out information from explanation texts

Understanding the benefits of healthy eating and exercise.

Finding out where food comes from.

Recognising and use the inverse relationship
between addition and subtraction.
Recognising and use symbols for pounds and
pence.
Choosing and using appropriate standards units
to estimate and measure length/ height in any
direction (m/cm) using rulers.

RE:
We will be exploring the question “Why is our
World Special” by:

Interpreting and construct simple pictograms,
tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables

Exploring feelings and thoughts about different
aspects of the world around us.

Topic:

Exploring the creation story and asking our
own questions about creation.

Our topic this term is “Pirate Party Planners”. We
will be learning about pirates, healthy eating and
learning about the artist Carl Warner.

Understanding the Hindu creation story.
Understanding the Muslim creation story.

We will be going on an interesting trip aboard the
Matthew, and enjoying a pirate experience.

Comparing similarities and differences between the different versions of creation.

In our topic lessons we will be:
Designing a treasure map

PSHE:

I can interact with a group.

We will be developing our maths skills by:
Comparing numbers from 0 up to 100 using <
signs.

Exploring and retelling the traditional story of
“Peter Pan”.

This term we will be developing our Core
Learning Skill “Learning with Others”. Our “I
can statements” will be:

Maths:

Computing:
This term, we will be learning how to write a simple computer
program by breaking a problem down into simple steps which we
call an algorithm.

Creating our own “foodscape” in the style of Carl
Warner
Creating our own pirate ‘self’
Planning a pirate party

I can carry out a task given to me by an adult.
I can identify children in a group that involve
me in a game.
I can carry out a role I have been given in a
group activity.

PE:
Music:
We will be exploring duration using our voices, body percussion
and instruments. We will be creating our own Sea Shanties!

We will be developing key skills in PE this term,
with a focus on our rounder’s skills. We will also
have SHINE coaches coming in to work with us
during our indoor PE sessions.

